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DJ Felipe has been involved in the dance music scene since 1992 and there isn't much he hasn't turned his hand
to! From Artist Management to Label Management from DJing to Production - this guys been there done that and
bought a techno t-shirt!
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Dj Felipe is probably best known for his joint label management of Titanium
Records with his musical partner Nicholas Bacher. Titanium has grown
hugely since it launched back in 2003 and it even has its own equally
successful sublabel Supreme. We decided it was time we got to know a bit
about the man of many dance music faces – DJ Felipe!
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DJ Felipe: In 1992 started the first clubbing series in Viennaʼs technical
museum that featured strictly electronic music and I was totally amazed by
this experience and went there very often. Soon the first rave parties started
to take place in warehouses and it was clear to me that I need to be part of
this genre. So I took the chance and used my job as travel agent to book
flights for promoters who have booked Djs. Soon I also took care of them
during the events and within a while I was asked by many of those Djs but
also by promoters if I donʼt want to do the complete booking. By this time in 1993 my agency was born which still
exists in a little bit different way, but also from this moment on I was a part of this movement and used my
connections to increase my knowledge about the music, the productions, labels and performances.
TID: In 1993 you begun releasing as a duo project with Oliver Riepl as ʻThe Space Navigatorʼ and had hit
releases on labels such as Kosmo, Logic Records, Frankfurt Beat and Sony. How were you guys
discovered and who gave you your first big break?
DJ Felipe: Markus Löffel alias Marc Spoon started our career. I met Oliver on one event and liked his music a lot.
So we started to become a team and I was taking care of the management issues as well. I copied hundreds of
audio tapes (!) and sent them by post to all my contacts. What a difference to nowadays when you send links by
email! Anyway… the first guy who answered was Markus who was the A&R for Logic Records which was a big
record company in Frankfurt closely connected to Sony. He gave us the first major deal and pushed our songs. A
really nice and impressive character, who sadly had to fight against his personal devils later for many years.
TID: Tell us about your agency ʻPartysanʼ?
DJ Felipe: Well the first agency name was Vienna Soundpool. After Oliver, my partner at the Space Navigator
Project, quit, because he wanted to do a more serious business, we licensed together the brand Partysan from
Germany. Oliver made the print issue of the Partysan magazine while I still was doing the bookings, but also
changed my agency name to Partysan. This first real business try did not work well, and we stopped after 2 years.
Tired of all the changes I decided to do my very own agency project and name to be independent of other peoples
´ work. So Titan was born as company that still is my brand. We have 2 offices in Vienna and take care of 90% of
Austria´s artist bookings. We used to have also offices in Hungary, Serbia and Cleveland / USA, but it was to
much work to connect so many people day by day. At the moment everything runs very well.
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TID: What inspired you to move into a new area of dance music from production to management?
DJ Felipe: For me everything is connected very closely to each other. I was always interested to get to know as
much as I can about about a certain field and not only do my part and again being depending on other people.
Also I need the possibility to work in various fields to not get bored. I could not only work in the studio as I could
not only go for gigs or work in the office either. The mixture makes it attractive for me. One week I can work only
on tracks, the next I can only work on managing events and artist bookings, then I can focus on my labels and
meanwhile go on dj gigs.
TID: With so many projects on the go how do you find time to get into the studio and release new
material!?
DJ Felipe: I have a nice team who is supporting me. We have 3 people working as bookers, I have my personal
booker as well, we have permanent partners in many cities, I have my label partner Nicolas Bacher and countries
and most important I have my personal assistant Leo who helps me a lot day by day. Of course I cannot go in the
studio really whenever I want, but I can plan it in and when I really want I can most of the time also go there and
work.
TID: Is DJing or production your main passion?
DJ Felipe: Djing gives me the input and motivation to do all these jobs honestly! It really charges my batteries. Also
when the gigs sometimes are really shit. You keep in touch with the crowd for which you actually do all this work
and not to forget that you personally was one of them as well and I still feel as one from them most of the time
(except the age maybe ). There is nothing better in live then having a nice crowd in front of you who follows you
thru your set. This is an amazing transfer of energy.
TID: You have travelled the globe playing at some of the worlds biggest parties. Which of your DJing sets
sticks out in your mind as truly mind-blowing?
DJ Felipe: Honestly there were to many over the years. I started 1993 and play around 90 to 120 gigs a year. We
had really crazy events in the desert, on planes, on cruises, in the mountains, on sky slopes, on islands, etc… Now
my personal Mecca is Japan. Japan itself is so cool and wired together and to play there is even better. One of the
best places I would say. Thanx to Takkyu, Toby, Womb, Sterne and Wire!
TID: Titanium the label was formed in 2003 with your studio partner Nicholas Bacher. How did you two
meet?
DJ Felipe: I know Nicolas since maybe 1992 when the very first warehouse parties took place. He was one of the
resident Djs. But at this time I did not knew him well. Then we met again when I was successful with my agency
and he had troubles with one of my local Djs because of a girl. 2 years later we started to work in the studio and
that was an advantage and fun for both. So we released our first productions on MB Elektronics from Marco
Bailey, Rotation from Dave Angel, etc.. and founded our label Titanium at Prime. Then we add Supreme which
stands more for softer Techgroove while Titanium was a Prime family techno label next to Primate, CLR,
Drumcode, etc. But we never had luck with our distribution! Until now! Prime went down after a year and we lost a
lot of money. So we moved to CPL like many others. Also this distribution went down and we lost money. Until
now we are at NEWS but also this cooperation is on a point were I must say it is not satisfying for both parties
involved. Who knows what will happen! Label business is not easy at all! I hope the digital downloads will make it
worth it again after a while!
TID: Do you and Nicholas have any arguments over the direction of the labels?
DJ Felipe: Not at all! We both have our mind and our style but the labels represents both! If one of us is totally
behind one track we work it out. No matter if Nicolas did a track on his own or if I got a Demo on my journeys.
TID: What do you have planned in the coming months on the label?
DJ Felipe: The plan was and is to change the style from the old drum orientated techno style to more trendy music.
Always the same drum pattern got really boring after a while and I personally cannot hear them anymore after
using them in various ways over a long time. Titan should still stand for techno, but more electronic influences.
Also rock influences are possible! We had on Nr.11 Chymera from Ireland who got a signing from Josh Wink for
Ovum as well after our release! He also made Supreme07 that was charted by our fellow Carl Cox on Nr. 1 of his
September Charts. Titanium 12 will be Wehbba from Brazil whoʼs track caused also the interest of Dj Hell who was
thinking to use it for Gigolo, but I have to see how I solve distribution problems first before working this out.
Supreme08 is from Orlando Voorn from Detroit whoʼs tracks reminded me much on old KMS, Kevin Sundering
titles. And of course we have remixes from us on each record.
TID: What do you personally have planned of the close of the year? Any big events or new releases?
DJ Felipe: This year is nearly over and as agency we work already on the major events for 2007 with names like
Tiesto, Paul van Dyk, Paul Oakenfold, Carl Cox and many many more. For the labels I will see. Maybe I also stop
the labels and do a new one. I think it is maybe difficult to change the label style for the consumers who are used
that Titanium is a straight technolabel and who know this label since the days of Prime techno. People use to think
in categories and Titanium and Supreme have an image. Maybe I have to burn down the castle and build a new
one. Sounds drastically but often this is a very creative procedure as well. Beside this Nicolas and me have also
finished a club album for Deep Dish that will be released on Yoshitoshi and I have finished some tracks on my
own which I planned to release as album as well. More releases on MB Elektronics, Monoid, Shake, … are also
confirmed. So things move on and life for sure does not stand still! ;)
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